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Arden Syntax objects
•

Purpose
‒
‒
‒

•

Allow for the logical grouping of data elements.
May contain multiple named attributes, each of which may contain any valid Arden type (including lists or
objects).
Allows for complex data structures to be manipulated by an MLM (e.g., lists within lists) which would otherwise
not be possible.

Definition
‒

Declaration: An object is declared by the OBJECT keyword.
MedicationDose := OBJECT [Medication, Dose, Status];

‒

Instantiation: Objects are created and with the NEW keyword.
medDose1 := NEW MedicationDose; // empty object
medDose2 := NEW MedicationDose WITH "Ampicillin", "500mg", "Active";
medDose3 := NEW MedicationDose WITH "Amoxicillin", "500mg", "Active";

Arden Syntax objects (continued)
•

Reading values
‒

Access: By using the dot (.) operator, object fields can be accessed.
"Ampicillin" := medDose2.Medication;
("Ampicillin", "Amoxicillin") := (medDose2, medDose3).Medication;

‒

Read As: The READ AS statement queries an external data source (e.g., a patient database) and returns a
single list of objects. The object type is a compulsory part of the statement, and should have been declared
previously.
medDoses := READ AS MedicationDose
{
“select med, dosage, status from client"
};

Arden Syntax objects (continued)
•

Modifying values
‒

Attribute assignment: allows for the assignment to individual attributes of an object.
medication := NEW MedicationDose;
medication.Dose := "500mg";
medication.Status := "Active";

‒

Enhanced assignment: Any expression that ends with a dot operation or element operation
may be placed on the left hand side of an assignment.
medList[n].Dose := "300mg";

•

Object explication
‒

Extract attribute names: Returns a list containing the attribute names of the object argument.
"Medication", "Dose", "Status" := EXTRACT ATTRIBUTE NAMES medication;

Arden Syntax objects ‒ Example
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Curly braces expressions
•

Purpose

•

Syntax

‒
‒
‒

Signify institution-specific definitions and mappings
Allow for data and function access outside the Arden Syntax
Enable interaction with the host system

‒

Read statement: Reads data from the host system. It is used to isolate those parts of a database query that
are specific to an institution from those parts that are universal.

‒

Event statement: assigns an institution-specific event definition to a variable. This variable is used in the
evoke slot, as part of the call statement to call other MLMs.

bodyTemp := READ {select temp from patResults where patID = ‘Jeroen'};

incBodyTempEvent := EVENT {increased body temperature};

Curly braces expressions (continued)
•

Syntax (continued)
‒

Message statement: assigns an institution-specific message (for example, an alert) to a variable. It allows an
institution to write coded messages in a patient database.

‒

Destination statement: assigns an institution-specific destination to a variable. It allows one to write a
message to an institution-specific destination, e.g., an email address.

message1 := MESSAGE {increased body temperature};

destination1 := DESTINATION {email: support@medexter.com};

‒

Interface statement: assigns an institution-specific destination to a variable. It allows one to write a message
to an institution-specific destination, e.g., an email address.
c_func := INTERFACE {char* c_func(char*, char*)};

Curly braces expressions ‒ Read Example

•
•
•

This assignment statement assigns the result of the read statement (using mapping clause
"SELECT … FROM … WHERE IDPatient = testID") to a list of variables.
IDPatient is a variable that contains the patient ID currently in use and is substituted before
execution of the mapping clause
The content of the curly brace expressions must be evaluated by the host system and its
syntax is not part of the Arden Syntax

Practical Part II

Eclipse-based ArdenSuite IDE (under development)

